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Cersaie International Exhibition of Ceramic Tile and Bathroom Furnishings took

place in Bologna, Italy, showcased upcoming tile trends that will be making

their mark on homes and businesses in the year 2022 and for years to come.

Wallpaper effect tiles 
Tiles have become one of the hottest interior design trends in 2021, and this

trend is not slowing down any time soon! Rather than risking easily stained

wallpaper in your mudroom, entryway, kitchen, or bathroom.
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The Top 8 Tile Trends for 2022 from the Cersaie International Show.
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PARISIAN PARADISE

Located in one of the most eclectic zones in the city of lights, Paris, this

amazing apartment is easy to fall in love with. Inside this luxury dream, it has a

beautiful and modern decor at the same time the splendid garden view, as the

landscape that surrounds the apartment is the world-famous Jardin du

Luxembourg. This exclusive location puts this artistic interior design near to the

Luxembourg Palace, owned by the Senate, to the Fontaine Medicis, and also to

the Theatre de l'Odeon. 

Almost as an extension of the exterior, this interior design by the Parisian

interior designer Kelly Bedel enhances the living space, like no other, being

influenced by the nature that surrounds it, starting with the green color,

present in every room. 

Stepping inside, the natural light takes the place and enhances every corner

and every ambiance created. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

PARISIAN PARADISE

Interior designer Kelly Bedel has given a Parisian apartment an artistic touch.
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Philippe Starck, a French industrial architect, and designer who is known for

his wide range of designs, including interior design, architecture, household

objects, furniture, boats, and other vehicles is going to turn 73 on 18th January

2022. Starck was born on 18 January 1949 in Paris to Andre Starck, who was an

aeronautics engineer. He says that his father often inspired him because he

was an engineer, who made invention a duty. His family was originally from

and lived in the Alsace region before his grandfather moved to Paris. In 1974,

he moved to the USA, but then returned to Paris two years later. 

 

Philippe Starck turns 73 on the 18 of January 2022, we share a brief journey

through his life and work.
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